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Parking Solution Offered
.

l

-

The ASUNM Lobby Committee, be lowered to 20-miles an hour miles an hour according to state would probably be about $100,000 was the result of a study made by
in conjunction with some of the between 8:30 and 4 p.m. Mon. law. A pedestrian crossing light for a I 0-15 car parking lot.
the Traffic Engineering Division
....l Central Avenue merchants, has through Fri.;
-would not be used by students, he
A bicycle lane on Central would which recommended the move. The
2:- come up with a proposal for a ' --Meters with a one-half hour said, because students don't use the depend on the long term plans of study recommended the action
solution to the Central Ave. time limit be placed on the south existing crossing areas.
the Bike Committee, he said.
because they said it would increase
side of Central and the meters on
0 parking problem.
He said the idea for parking lots
The city's decision to remove visibility between motorists and
.~
Merchants protested a move by the side streets be changed to one- "has some merit" but the costs parking on the south side of Central pedestrians.
ill the city last week which removed half hour meters;
~ the one-hour parking meters on the
--Have two lanes of westbound
iU south side of Central. The mer- traffic on Central with a bike lane
': chants said that a ban on parking on the far north side; and
~ would hurt their business.
--Establish municipal parking
~
The proposal, which has been lots near the business community
c.. tentatively approved by the after a survey to reveal the best
business community, suggests:
locations,
'
--A pedestrian crossing light be
"We've managed to come up
installed at the intersection of with this compromise which I feel is
Central and Cornell so that beneficial to both sides, business
students may cross in all directions;
UNM is not planning to have any representatives on
and students," Leonard Garcia,
college.
--The speed limit on Central, chairman of the Lobby Committee,
the proposed community college's governing board,
Wugalter said changes in the T,VI--community
said President William E. Davis.at a meeting Tuesday college transition would be in management and
between Rurna Vi>ta and Stanford. said.
Albert Letzkus, city associate -about the college.
governance, not in curriculuam, although the
trafl'ic engineer for operations,
The plan for the proposed college is that the educational scope would be expanded to authorize
said, however, that some of the Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute (T"VI)
instruction leading to associate degrees and/ or cerproposals were unworkable.
will become the community college.
tificates.
Letzkus, who has not yet received
"The University will work cooperatively in the
Malr:er1 of Hand Made
a copy of the plan, said the speed process of forming a community college but I don't
The proposed governing board will consist of nine
Indian Jewelry
limit
could
not
be
lowered
below
30
think
any
of
the
Regents
should
be
on
the
governing
board
members: five from the Albuquerque Public
OLDTOWN
board," he said.
School (APS) board and four from the community
Davis said that the proposed community college's
college district to be appointed by the governor.
governing board was not the University's responTuition and fees will finance the proposed comsibility.
munity college, along with state appropriations local
Tony Hillerman, assistant to the president, said that tax levies and other possible funds, the outline s;id.
from the .beginning, the University's position on the
A list of problems, not answered in the outline, were
community college has been that the college should be drawn up and must be resolved before the outline can
a branch ofUNM.
be drafted into legislation, Huff siad.
Harry Wugalter, secretary of Educational Finance
The problems include changing the legislative act
and Cultural Affairs, said that the University would
that created T-VI so that it will a low for the new
help decide which Community-college courses would
community college the establishing of curriculum
be accepted in a four-year post-secondary school.
guidelines for accredited college work, basic adult
The meeting, chaired by Bob Huff, executive
education, or continuing education; and whether the
secretary of the Board of Educational Finance, was to
community college should be opened up beyond the
review the outline for changing T- VI into a community initiating district.
'
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To Illegal IRS Payoffs

Gulf Corp. Pleads Guilty

TURQUOISE RINGS*
TURQUOISE EARRINGS*
WEDDING BANDS*.

c~~~~ ...... _
lunERFLY RINGS*
LIGHTNING RINGS*
HEART RINGS
YOUR CHOICE

99c

TURQUOISE&
CORAL RINGS
HURT STAI otOKERS*
tURQUOISE LW RINGS
YOUICHOICl

$3SO

Two of the four counts were
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COLLEGE
OF FINE ARTS

_
=

LIQUID SILVEI NECICUCE • 10 STRAND ..•.•. $1,1.95
IUTrlltfLY IUCELm* . . . .... , . , ........ $5.00

MEN'S liNGS* .................... : .... $4.40

Menahem Begin. '
Addressing the parliamentary
caucus of Begin's ruling Likud
Bloc, Dayan said Sadat's definition
of peace is different from what
"either we or President Carter"
envision, the lsraeli state television
reported.
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Applications are available in the
of Fine Arts Advisement Center. Fine Arts Center, room 1103.
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Monday tluough Friday CV!!t')' regular W1.-ek
of the Un!V'.!rsity year and weekly during the
~ttrnmer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
1111d Is. not financially nso;odated wHh UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque
New Mexico 87131, Subscription rate i~
$10.00 for the academic year,

ONLY AT H. COOK!

the LOBO * plan

NFL Footbsll, the L.A. Rams are
hosted by the Cleveland Browns
· at II a.m. on 13.
Houston Oilers, play host to the
Kansas City Chiefs at noon on 4.
Will Dallas lose Again? Find out as
they meet the Redskins in
Washington at 2 p.m. on 13.
.
Rodan, one of the American
International classics. This one
features a flying monster that has
explosive droppings. See it to
believe it at 3:30p.m. on 7.
The Hobbit, J.R.R. Tolkein's tale
animated and presented by Xerox
Xerox Xerox Xerox Xerox at 7
p.m. on 4.
Doonesbury, by .Garry Trudeau
with the Rev. William Sloane
Coffin doing his own voice at
8:30 p.m. on 4.
Flap, filmed in New Mexico and
starring Anthony Quinn, Claude
Akins and Jack Aeby at 7 p.m.
on 13.
Blue Hawaii, Elvis sings his way
through the island as Angela
Lansbury and Joan Blackman
look on adoringly at 10:30 p.m.
on 7.
Young at Heart, which is when
fairy tales can come true, they
can happen td you. This one with
Sinatra, Doris Day and Gig
Young at II :40 p.m. on 13. Miss
it!
(cont. on page 161

* Lease Or Buy Option

Lease All Your Ski Gear
for the Entire Season
in One Big Package!

Final Week
,,•

Use all the equipment until April 1, 1978,
with option to buy at the end of the season.
Lease now through Dec. 1, 1977.
·

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET!

8995
Lease Price

REG. $269.90
ROSSIGNOL WORLD CUP SKIS
fiberglass composite skis.

NEVADA GT BINDINGS
full

step-i~

release.

RALLYE SKI BOOTS
lightweight, convenient
cable buckles.

.,

Package includes
installation, hot
wax and flatfile.

REG. $44.95
MEN'S AND LADIES'
MT. TEK DOWN SWEATER

DL!MPIG SPORTS

1.9-oz. ripstop shell and
lining filled with genuine
waterfowl down insulation

3497

2931 Monte Vista, NE
Albuquerque, N.M.
87106

Dayan dtsmtssed urgings from
world leaders and newspapers that
Israel make concessions to Egypt in
return for Sadat's dramatic gesture.
"Sadat did not come to us with a
shopping bag. He sought sincerity
in return for sincerity," Dayan
said.
Jordan's information minister
Tuesday praised Sad at's trip,
saying it had achieved its Roals.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

sporting goods

BilL H~r's

He said Egypt is offering an end
to the state of war with Israel,
termination of the Arab economic
boycott of Israel and free shipping.
Israel is seeking full- fledged
diplomatic and economic ties with
Eqypt.

UNM Students: The Deadline to
Apply for Admission for Spring
1978is Wednesday, November
30,1977

II•

3997

SKI SHOP
Munari Ski Boots
Were 190-Now 99.95

REG. $37.95
MEN'S SKI-TEK
STEAMBOAT
DOWN SKI VEST

697

Good-looking
vest insulated
with genuine
goose down.

MEN'S AND LADIES' SKI-TEK
UNDERWEAR TOP OR BOTTOM
Junior Sizes .........•..... 4.97 each

'Scott Boots

Fischer
Hart

'

All i - en ;,.,ling tilv« witt. otabilized twquo~ ...
'All '""rod ileml oro not Indian ....de.

:.
'

brought under federal bribery
statutes that prohibit payment of
gratuities to government employees, and two under statutes
prohibiting the aiding and abetting
of IRS code violations.

King Hussein Visit
To Israel Possible

JERUSALEM (UP!) - Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan Tuesday
said Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's dramatic mission to Israel
had forced a critical hour of
decision on the nation amid reports
that Jordan's King Hussein might
be the next Arab leader to visit the
Jewish state.
Dayan u-rged policy makers to
respond "quickly" to the Eqyptian
peace initiative shortly after the
state-run radio said Hussein could
visit Israel if he is pleased with the
results of private talks between
Sadat and Prime Minister

The Terror of the Tongs, the
English version of "Love Story"
with Geoffrey Toone battling
Chinese in Hong Kong at 1:30
p.m. on4 .
Army· Navy game, for the 78th time.
these two teams run like hell all
over the field at 2 p.m. on 7.
Family Plot; Alfred Hitchcock's
Jess than mediocre drama that
defies logic and submits to
vagueness with Karen Black and
Barbara Harris at 8 p.m. on 4.
That's Hollywood, scenes from
"MASH," "Cinderella Liberty," "Gentlemen. Prefer Blondes" and "The Sound of Music"
in a show about love affairs on
the silver screen at 7:30 p.m. on
The Day the Earth Stood Still, a
1951 classic about an intergalactic
pacafist that makes the Earth
stand still (of course). At 10:30
on 7.
The Green Berets, John Wayne
goes to Nam, last week he was in
the Pacific, but he's still figpting.
Also with Aldo Ray at II :30 p.m.
on 13.

..,.,.ago.n

signed by gulf chairman Jerry
McAfee agreeing to the change of
plea to guilty on four counts of a
nine-count indictment.

(cont. from page 51

4.

Owered

PITTSGURGH (UPI) - Gulf
Oil Corp. Tuesday pleaded guilty to
four felony counts of illegally
paying the vacation expenses of an
Internal Revenue Service supervisor
investigating the firm's tax returns
and campaign contributions.
"We want to stand up as good
corporate citizens · and get this
behind us," Gulf attorney Sherwin
Markman told U.S. District Judge
William Knox in entering the
"unconditional" guilty plea.
Knox, noting Gulf had saved the
government much money by
agreeing to the plea bargaining
arrangement,
reduced
the
maximum $10,000 fine on each
count by $1 ,000 and fined the firm
a total of $36,000, plus court expenses.
"There has got be a message
given not only to Gulf but to other
corporations that might be doing
the same thing," he said. "We just
can't approve of conductof this
type."
Markman submitted a Jetter

•

Hanson
Olin
Rossignol

Caber

1597

We also have rentals

CEBE RALLYE
SKI GLASSES

Blizzard
Dynafit

I

!

'I'

,t

~!

I

'

Tri-color laminate
frames with top
stripes. Ground and polished mirror lenses.

II.,,..,..K

The Oplnioru cxpre>scd on the ~ditorial
or The Daily Lobo are those o! thl•
author solely. Uruigncclop!nlon Js that tlf Uut
editorial board of The Dally Lobo, Nbthing
.t'rlt1tcd In The Dally Lobo nccc.~ilrll}'
pnge.~

'-~

representS' th(! views of the University of New
Mexieo.

REG. 24 95
MEN'S AND LADIES'
MOON BOOTS
Good-looking boots made
to keep your feet warm
and comfortable. Contrasting color rainbow
trim.

105 WINROCK CENTER, 2!ov-6060, 9:30-9 Mon.•Fri., 9:30-6 Sat., 12-5Sun.
DE VARGAS CENTER, SANTA FE, 988·4466, 10-9 Mon.-Fri., 10·5 Sat., 12·5 Sun.

5 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS: COOK'S .CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, BANKAMERICARD/VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or LAYAWAY.
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Windy City Smell

·."

Something's rotten in Chicago and it isn't the Bears.
World Book Life of Chicago, the underwriter for the U NM student
health insurance, has casually changed its insurance claims policy
without bothering to notify UNM and the students affected by the
move. Students who have filed claims six weeks ago are now receiving
letters from World Book Life telling them they have to fill out new
forms. Payments are being delayed and there's no telling how many of
the approximately 1,100 students with the insurance have had
payments delayed.
AND WHEN WE tried to call the company and ask for an explanation, we heard a recorded message that said no incoming calls
would be accepted on that line. It's the only line Chicago's directory
assistance has listed.
·
Something stinks.
We can't get any response out of the company in Chicago and the
local firm handling the claims is having no luck either.
WE THINK THAT SINCE the University chose this company for the
student he'alth insurance, it ought to do something about this mess. We
demand that UNM begin a full-scale investigation of this company
immediately to get to the bottom of this matter.
Something smells rotten about this caper and we think UN M should
seriously consider dropping World Book Life as the student health
insurance if this is the way they choose to do business.
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For
Band's
Aid

Compiled By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor

I

~

I

FREE
Television
Wednesday

This letter is to applaud the
members of the UNM Marching
Band for the exc(lllent job they have.
done this semester. Too often, we
· ' students take the efforts of the
band ~or granted without realizing
that each member puts in many·
hours of hard work every week in
preparation for each performan~e.
Besides the well executed halftime shows the band has presented
at our Lobo football games, this
group shows great spirit from the
stands and sets an excellent
example for the student body. So if
you like the show, compliment a
band member for a job well done.
Charles E. Padilla

i

·~_J.'

DOONESBURY

i "{

.l ·1
_._,,

Council Fine
The City Council's action Monday night to temporarily rescind
parking ban on the south side of Central Avenue near UNM was a good
compromise.
The council had approved the ban on parking along Central from
University to Girard to increase pedestrian safety. The councillors liked
the idea presented by the traffic engineering department which was to
increase visibility for pedestrian~ crossing Central and motorists driving
on it, by eliminating the parked cars.
THE MERCHANTS PROTESTED saying the ban would hurt
business and thereby hurt the UNM community.
City Councillor Alan Reed seemed to be the apologizing to the
merchants when he said the council had acted "with insufficient information." He said the council thought traffic engineering department
officials had contacted the merchants, which the merchants say hadn't
happened.
At any rate, the city will now give the matter study before taking any
further action. And we presume they'll talk to the merchants before
they make any more moves.
AT LEAST THE CONTROVERSY really brought the issue to a
head. And it's also nice to note that the citv really does respond,

The Right Track
The National Women's Conference ended Monday and despite its
highly controversial issues that divided feminists and conservative
women, the conference did a good job of keeping the women's
movement on the right track.
In the past, too many women's conferences have alienated the
people who could do them the most good by being too radical.
THE CONSERVATIVE point of view kept this nationally-funded
meeting from becoming too rowdy to do much good. The conservatives claimed that feminist leaders had rigged state selection
processes to swing the balance of power in favor of the feminists. This
might have been true, but at least the conservatives were represented
and given publicity. This kept the conference from becoming merely a
front for radical feminists.
The conf~rence was heavily dominated by feminists, but we feel it
takes a fresh point of view to accomplish change for women.
Many of the resolutions passed by the conference were commendable ones and should go a long way in achieving equality for
women in employment and other areas.

LOBO editorial phone 277·565t.
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Editor·ln·chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. HUf}t
Spmis Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Ed !lor': 'Koren Wal!lton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep•esenl a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons 1 and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarlly reflect the view of the editorial board.
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the authOr's name,
signature, address. and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer"than
300 words althoUgh exceptions will be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be prlnled and names will not be wUhMid.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author;s name, signature, ad·
dress and telePhone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the namf1
of aujhor will be printed and names WHI not be withheld.
All subtnfsslons become the property of the New Mexlcc.i Dally LOBO ~nd Will be edlt9d
onfy for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be con•
tao led to rllscuss changes.
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How to Beat Crime

!

by Gary Glasgow

(

(
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and Gretel, a medley by the cast
of '·'Beatlemania" and songs by
Lou Rawls, Gloria Gaynor and
Mel Tillis high light te action at 7
a.m. on 4. Also Detroit's parade
on 13.
Chicago Bears meet the Detroit
Lions at Detroit at 10:30 a.m. on
13 ·
College Football, the Arkansas
Ra~orbacks and the Te~as Tech
Raiders run left, run nght, run
center and punt at 12:45 p.m. on
7.
Five ~eeks In a Balloon, animated
· version of the Verne saga about
three politiciar' trying to keep
their hot-air ba.loon ·aloft over
the Mediterranean. I :30 p.m. on
13.
.
Miami Dolphins meet the St. LoUis
Cardinals. St. Louis, hot on the
h~els of the Dallas cheerleaders,
kicks off at I :30 p.m. on 4.
A Christmas Carol, the animated
version with Mr. Magoo CJ!m
Bakus) as Ebenezer Scrooge With
song~ by Jule Styne and Bob
Mernll at 4:30 on 4.

Don't be Afraid ofthe Dark, movie
made for T.V. about demonic ·
creatures terrorizing ~ middle
class, newlywed couple.· Skip it.
Kim Darby and Jim Hutton at
2:30p.m. on 7.
Bugs Bunny, the Looney Tunes
gang best seen on a color tube at
3:30p.m. on 13.
Once Upon a Brothers Grimm a
musical Fantasy with charact'ers
from some of the famous Grimm
tales. Dean Jones Paul Sand
Arte J ofmson and Ruth Buzzi at
p.m. on 13.
The Last of the Mohicans the 1977
version of the Fenimo;e Cooper
novel. Steve . Forrest, ·Ned
Romero and Don Shanks fight it
out during the French and Indian
War at 8 p.m. on 4.
The Seagull, Chekhov's drama
featured on PBS's "Theatre in Happy World of Danna-Barbera,
yabbadabbadoo with tht; old
America" with Lee Grant and
Hanna-Barbera cartoons inKevin McCarthy at 9 p.m. on 5.
cluding
the Flintstones, Ruff'n'
Mystery of the Week, Craig Stevens
Reatly,
Tom and Jerry,
and J o Ann Pflug as Nick and
Huckleberry
Hound and Yogi
Nora Charles who track down the
Bear at 7 p.m on 13.
murderer of a corpse wearing
cement overshoes in a swimming The Beatles Forever, Tony Randall
pool. 12:10 a.m. on 7.
hosts the tribute to the Fab Four
who appear on this show by way
of old footage. 9 p.m. on 4.
Macy's
College Football, Nebraska and
with Ed "Hie" McMahon. The
Oklahoma battle it out on the
Metropolitan Opera Ballet
grid iron. Run left, right, center
oerforms an excerpt from Hansel
and punt at 12:15 p.m. on 7.
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Friday

Saturday

(;uten T'ag Wie Geht's, a. tragic
romance that pits man against
bull frog and features Linda
Rondstadt, Carroll O'Connor
and Marlene Deitrich all in the
sarue preview. 2 p.m. on 5.

College Football, Penn State vs.
Pittsburgh in the predictable thin
at 10:45 a.m. on7.
Valley of the Dragons, Roget's
Thesaurus called this "marvelous,'' "fabulous/' "won~
derful" and "terrific." Monsters

Gunther (;ebel·Williams: Lord of
the Ring, circus action hosted by
Tony Curtis featuring tigers
swinging on a steel frame,
elephants doing headstands and
other pachyderms doing the
predictable Circus acts not seen at
ASUNM meetings at 6 p.m. on
13.
Winnie the Pooh and the Honey
Tree, Walt Disney's version of
the A. A. Milne tale narrated by
Mr. French, er, I mean Sebastien
Cabot at 7 p.m. on 4.
Rolling Stone: lOth Anniversary,
the magazine shows us all the
moss it has gathered over the last
decade. Beatie songs by Tom
Neely, Richie Havens and (if you
can believe it) Patti LaBelle .
Comedy by Steve "Ramblin'
Guy" Martin. Bette Midler teams
up with the Harlettes, Jerry Lee
Leis teams up with Bette and Art
Garfunkle goes with Gladys
Knight at 7 p.m. on 13.
College Football, for the beer and
pretzels crowd. Watch USC run
left, right, center and punt
against UCLA who will do the
same at 7 p.m. on 7.
Miss Teenage America, Richard
Thomas is the host of the 17th
annual pagent telecast from
Dallas at 7:30p.m. on 4.
Championship Wrestling, 8:30
o.m. on23.
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0
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on a comet with Sean McClory
and Cesare Danova at noon on 4.
China !;ate, French Legionnaires
are cured of their mysterious
diseas~ and set out to blow up
something. Gene Barry, Angie
Dickinson, and Nat King Cole at
noon on 13.
·
!cont. to _page
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FRIAR!;' EAST

Made in
the Shade

Soundstage
6525 Com.a.S"' NE
266-6605

. ;'

A glance at the newspaper in the recent days confirms the obvious.
We are no longer safe in public, or even in our own homes. Recently
two women were awakened, raped and robbed as they lay in their beds.
An elementary school girl was abducted and molested between school
and home. Countless people in Albuquerque, in every neighborhood,
are being invaded, threatened and terrorized by the local rip-off boys.
Police Chief Stover assures us that the crime rate is on the decline,
but statistics mean little to someone awakened in their bedroom by a
hood with a knife. They mean little to that child and her parents. They
mean little to everyone else forced to spend their days and nights in
trepidation. What does matter is real security, security in knowing that
you probably won't be attacked in your sleep or your house broken
into, or your children assaulted. Who can honestly claim such peace of
mind?'
·
The solution lies not with an increased· police force, who has been
known to contribute its share of such crimes. Nor does the solution lie
in the formation of vigilante groups, although it is a pleasant thought to
imagine some punk burglar-rapist getting the bejesus beat out of him by·
the neighbors in the alley.
The solution is probably in the more difficult approach of major
societal change. We need to stop broadcasting, encouraging and
condoning violence. {Yes, even violence to the punk in the alley) We
need to shift our values from the material to the human. We need to
stop glorifying theft in any and all forms, shoplifting, expense account
padding, etc. We need to abolish that economic stratification which
inspires distrust and despair from the under-privileged. We must in
short, change our attitude as a nation and a culture. Sounds a little like
Bill Mondt telling the Lobos to get out there and win, doesn't it? Well,
what are the alternatives?
Pardon me, I have to go now. The neighbors are calling. They've got"
someone in the alley.
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THRU CHRISTMAS
WITH PURCHASE OF MOPED
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Solution Quacked Up
Editor:
Hats off to the person who brainstormed the idea of putting geese in
the pond to ward off duck-hungry dogs! These creatures !jre as
protective as our genius says. The few opportunities, I've had to be
around them revealed this to me: they have lungs like Boreas and teeth
of steel - if they don't bite you they will make enough noise to wake
the resting body politic. Woe to the dog who enters a gander or goose's
chosen place of abode.
But there are two other comments I would also like to express. Let us
make headway in our efforts to dissolve the artificial condition of
"division of labor" (there are those who hold this seemingly natural
condition as the greatest single phenomenon of the rise of society) by
including in our report on alternative fuels how many trees must be or
are being planted to take the place of those finding their ways into ou·r
oh-so-efficient wood stoves. Plant trees.
My final comment concerns the N. Scott Momaday lecture. He was
labeled (libeled?) a "straight lecturer"; he was called "unprofitable."
Was he supposed to do a soft shoe between his readings? Thank
Shakespeare for those who are poor commercial commodities.
Everyone who missed this poet's readings lost a further glimpse into her
or his own self through the power of Momaday's language and the
beauty of his vision.
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PEUGEOT 0BATAVUS

Indoor test track
150 miles per gallon
No DMV registration
Financing available·
Factory trained service personnel
6 month factory warranty
Full line parts and accessories
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By TOM FISHER
LOBO Staff Writer
In case you aren't in the mood
for skiing, or snow in general this
winter, yet want to vent your
nervous energy in competitive
sport- then you fit the bowler's
profile.

p..

Bowling has been growing in
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Lomas at Washington
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255-6329

popularity lately, and not just· due
to colder weather. For one thing
bowling establishments are fancier
than before, and their clientele
more general.

.
•

Fiesta Lanes give free classes on
bowling· and also gives presentations in schools.

Sandia Bowl manager Dave
Rodgers said, "I now emphasize
"We are trying to get away from my business as a Neighborhood
the concept of a bowling alley, to a Family Bowling Center, imd have
bowling 'center.' In the past the
Janes were a place for older men 400 kids a week in leagues. I want
and cigar smoke. Now thP-ir em- families to think of bowling as a
phasis is on sport and en- time and place for family activities.''
tertainment," Stan Perry, Night
For another thing, Bowling is
Manager for Fiesta Lanes, said.
fairly
inexpensive. A matinee movie
Managers are now actively
costs
$3,
not to mention .the price of
soliciting business from groups.
any food if you're are hungry. It
usually takes two hours to play
three games, if you have four
people. Shoes cost 25 cents, and the
price for three games can vary from
as low as $1.95 to as high as $2.55.

Next year
you could be on
a scholarship.

An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays
your tuition and gives you $100 a month allowance. And It picks up the tab for books and lab
fees, as well.
After college, you'll receive a commission in the
Air Force . . . go on to additional, specialized
training ... as you get your start as an Air Force
officer. There'll be good pay and responsibility,
and lots of other benefits.... and a great opportunity to serve your country..
it all starts right here - In college - i~ the Air.
Force ROTC. Look us up ... see what we have to
offer, and show us what you can offer in return.
Cc,ntact: 'The Department of Aerospace Studies
1901 Las Lomas N.E. 277-4230

and apply for a quota to serve as an Air Force pilot,
navigator missile launch officer, scientific & technical
engineers, or one of the many other management
specialties.

BUYA
BUCK
SAVER
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Why do people bowl, and why
more of them than other sports?
"Bowling is highly individualistic in
style, and isn't physically orientated-all you need is a sense of
timing and to be able to hold the
ball," said Frank Miyaki, tour- ·
nament and league manager of EuCan Bowl. Since the sport isn't that
physical, the ages of the par- women do more talking than
ticipants range from small children bowling, during the ladies daytime
to senior citizens, who have two 'leagues,'' said Dave Rogers, Sandia
leagues at Fiesta lanes. Forty senior
citizens make up these two leagues. Bowl manager. It also doesn't take
Iceland Bowl even has a league for much skill to begin the sport. "It
the handicapped. Bowling also is an doesn't take much ability, yet it's
occasion for. socializing. "Many just as competitive as ether
· Comparative Chart
Nama and Location
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1. Eu-Can Bowl
70¢ 80¢
3010 Eubank N.E. + 298-5583
2. Fiesta Lanes
70¢ ~
6001 Manaul N.E. - 881-4040
3. Holiday Bowl
70¢ 110¢
7515 Lomas N. E. - 288-3308
4. Iceland Bowl
66¢ 75¢
5110 Copper N. E. - 255-1628
5. Lomas Bowl
75¢ 85¢
7400 Lomas N. E. - 288-4371
6. Sandai Bowl
65¢ 75¢
Lexington and Juan Tabo - 293-5675
1. &~n Mateo Lanes
73¢ 73¢
927 San Mateo N. E. - 256-1727
8. Valley Bowling Lanes
70¢ 80¢
6132 NW 4th - 345-2506
9. West Mesa Bowl
65¢ 75¢
2024 Coors N. W. - 831-2811

LOBO photo by W. T. Hunt

sports," said Rick Hays, night
manager at San Mateo lanes.
"Since there's no need to be an
expert, to be good, or participate-this contributes to making
the. game a family sport. Also,
people aren't compared to each
other, but are handicapped on tht
basis of self-improvement. You can
win prizes based only on improvement," Said Jack Burt,
manager of Holiday Bowl.
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SEE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
GREAT COLORS & STYLES IN NEW MEXICO
LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
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THIS
CHRISTMAS

Give your "deer" ones a PUGH
motorized bike. It will deliver
the "goods" all year.
• 150 mpg of fuel
• almost maintenance free
• costs not much more than a
good racing bike

!

The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during th~ summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:

free

The types of groups that participate in bowling leagues is varied.
Churches, fraternal organizations,
and businesses sponsor groups.
Some of the groups are First
Christian Church, The Moose
lodge, Energy Research and
Development Administration, The
American Legion, Deluxe Check
Printers, Digital Computers corporation, Albuquerque National
Bank, and Chi Omega Sorority.
Most lanes have daytime women's
leagues, mixed leagues, junior
leagues, and organization leagues.
During peak night times five people
are needed for a team, but most of
the time four people will do. There
are national Bowling organizations,
such as the American Junior
Bowling Congress, or the
Professional ~owlers Association,
which is sponsoring a tournament
at Lomas Bowl this January 21 and
22.
Bowling offers all of the competitive.ness of other sports, but is
accessible to more people. The
sport requires little training to begin
and ·a minimum of physical
. prowess. It is financially competitive with other forms of entertainment, and has a social
dimension due to its group nature,
that isn't found in other individually-oriented activities. The
competition is against yourself. For
these reasons many people are
participating more than ever in this
indoor sport.

The Place
that sets
The trend!

New Mexico Daily Lobo
UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Happy Holidays!
Open 9:00 til?
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By LORI LACEDONIA
LOBO Staff Writer
What's
different,
fun,
challenging, self-competing full of
exercise, cheap and you can do it all
year round? Whether its a hot and
sunny summer day or a blistery cold
winter day, the doors to
Albuquerque roller · skating rinks
and ice-skating .rinks remain open,
waiting to capture you in their
surrounding and provide you y;ith a
pleasureable and relaxing experience.
Here in Albuquerque there are
two roller skating rinks and one iceskating rink.
Ray Smith, the rfoor manager atp
Rainbow Gardens Roller Drome
described his twenty years ex- •
perience with roller skating. "I like
roller skating because its good
exercise, competition by oneself
and its something which anyone can
do and enjoy doing, .. he said.
Smith said Rainbow Gardens
Roller Drome has been open since
the 30's and he added, "it's one of
the oldest rinks in the country.''
The floor at the roller drome is
made of hard marble and it takes 15
hours a week to clean it, Smith said.
It is kept up with a sweep and dust
machine which uses rosin in order
to keep it in condition.
Although Smith has only worked
at Rainbow Gardens for about a
year now, he enjoys working there
and he mostly likes, "the variety of
age groups, the people and the
general atmosphere which is one of
organ music.''
Smith added, "I think skating is
beginning to come back, for a while
there it seemed as if skating was
going out, but now it is coming
back like it used to be.''
. Now days almost everyone has
heard about skating, Smith said,
but it isn't only the music that
makes it relaxing, its the variety of
things that can be done. "In this
rink we have couples, trios, the
grand march, men's only women's
only,''
At the Skate Ranch Incorporated, things are run a bit differently. The dress regulations
include, no blue denim pants, no
bare mid-drifts, no tee-shirts and
no sweat shirts. At Skate Ranch,
organ music is played in the afternoons and on Friday and
Saturday nights many teenagers,
young adults and people of all ages
skate to the top 40 hits.
The floor at the ranch is wooden
with a plastic finish. Different
games are played such as races,
backward skating, hockie pockie,
Mexican hat dance and the limbo.
They aso have the traitional
couples, trios, etc.
In the afternoons kiddie songs
are played such as "On The Good
Ship Lollipop," sesame street songs
and follow the leader.
Randy Lanoue, a skater at the
Ranch described his experience, "I
was passing by one night and I just
decided to drop in. I've been
skating two years now and I usually
do it once or twice a week. I can do
the waltz, the fox trot, skate backwards and at times I even make up
my own.'' "I love skating," he
said. "It's something physical and I
can get down to the music and have
a great time.''
Patty Morterud, a 16-year old
Highland H.S. student has been
skating for three years. "I usually
skate twice a week, its good exercise
and I enjoy it.'' She became interested in it through her sidewalk
skates and now she can skate back- .
wards and spin. "I would like to be
a professional she said, and attend
free style·school."
Susan McCowket, 17, also of
Highland said, "1 like the feeling of
just being here. When I'm on skates
l feel as if I can do almost
anything." Susan was 011 skates for
the first time when she was 18
months old, she said.
Among her accomplishments are
spins, turns, one-fooled spins and
skating backwards. She said she

glide around. It was always
something l wanted to do but I
must admit, l thought it would be a
lot easier.''
Marita Morgan, an ,18-year old
UNM student, said, "This is my
fourth time and I like it since l'xn
able to get somewhere without
effort. It's a l!nique experience.''

The word skate is quite likely
derived from the Dutch "Schaats,"
but it is not certain whether the
Dutch, Finns, Swedes or Norwegians first used skates,
At the Skate Ranch, the Friday
and Saturday night sessions are•.
from 7:30-9:30 and 9:30-11:30.
On Saturday and Sunday the afternoon sessions are from 2-4;30,

Veronica Chauncey, 8 of Cortex
Elementary school said, "I like to
skate because it is fun. I like the
gliding around and someday I hope
to be a movie star and in a movie an
actor will spin me around.''
Jill McComes, 14, from Manzano H.S. said, "I would like to be
in the Olympics some day and be
like another Dorothy Hamill. I've
been skating three years and the
hardest thing 1 can do right now is a
Lutz, which is a whole rotation

conn1e

located right now imd there were 16
lanes of bowling and a small
skating rink.'' Two years later 16
more bowling lanes were added and
the original ring was re-built, she
said. The rink is 175 feet by 75 feet
and it is maintained by a refrigation
system. "We are open all year
round, we have skating classes,
private lessons and hockey being
played around the clock," Brockmeier said.
Christine Ponce, 21 of Gallup
described her experience on skates.
"It's exciting but scary at the same
time. I feel as if I have tlo control. I
would like to come again and be
able to get around and eventually
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Wednesday nights from 7-9 and ""
Sunday nights from 6;30-9.
§
On Friday and Saturday nights ...,
admission is $1.50 and skates are 60
cents, on Wednesday night adm. is
$1.00 and skates are the same. On
Sunday nights adm. is $1.25 and 60
for skates.

The hours at the Rainbow
Gardens Roller Drome are every
night from 7:30 to· 9:30 and late
night sessions on Friday and
Saturday from 9:30 to II :30. They
also have a Sat. and Sun. matinee
from two to four.

backwards and landing in the air.''
James Baechtel, an employee for
GE said, "I've been skating for .45
years and its an easy way to get
exercise as long as you don't fall
down. It's like walking on water
and when I skate I feel like. 35
instead of 53."
Historically, Winter sports
became part of the Olympic Games
program for the first time in 1924 at
Chamonix, France.

hopes to become a professional
someday. "I don't admire anyone
in particular nationally but these
two guys, Mile Owens arul Mile
Walker in which I would like to'
follow in the footsteps of."
This is the Iceland's Ice Arena's
fifth season. Mrs. Brockmeier, the
manager described the history
behind this rink. "The Iceland Ice
Arena burnt down in 1951 and we
relocated in a building on Lomas
for about four years. After that we
closed down since things weren't
going so well and the city was
without ice for a long time.
"In 1965 we re-opened in the
original building in which we are_

~
;)

At the Iceland Arena admission
includes skates. After school
session is from 3-5 and the adm.
charge is $1.00. On weekends from
3-5 adm. is $2.00 and on Wednesday nights adm. is $1.50. The
evening rate from 7:30 to 10:00 is
$2.25.

SAVE 20% to 40%
For those of you who missed our
Early Bird August Ski Sale. Thls
is your chance to save 20% to 40%
on our Late Bird Repeat.

SALE STARTS
FRIDAY.
NOVEMBER 25 I
RUNS THROUGH
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER27
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S~IPA~~A"ES
KNElSSL GT or SARNER HOP Jr.

Use your Vlsa,.Master Charge
or 25% will hold lolayawey.

6995

S~IS

c

ATOMIC CAN AM 170 & 175

Clearance Sale
to

Reg. $185

save up 50 %
on lOO's of
Connie shoes

I
I
I
I
I

Reg. $27°

I
I

Nowsl5 00

9 995

San Marco

~~~---4 Buckle Jr. Boot

~ RAICHLE JET!

0

5995
2 yea.t gu&r<lll16o, Reg. $14-o
7999
KNEISSL BUMP RIDER
9995
Rog.$155
HART FREE STYLE 170
1976 MODEL
Reg'"' 12995
'

HEIERLING CAN·AM

2795 to29 95
3 995

Rog. 560

Mil
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HEIERLING PRINCESS

Reg $110

SAN MARCO EXPO

Reg. $130

oo•, (II a~ Ame•1tart am!
lo<e•~_h.aldiOPS f!eg $34

I

NO WAX
CROSS
COUNTRY
SKI
PACKAGE
Aeg. $120

Includes.
Mata!hon Sk1s

(10% Student Discount on
any non-sale items)
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1499

DOWN
SUPER
PARKA

..

""'
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I

Down Hood
Aeg $50

81nd•ngs
Sk1 Potes
and Boors
Fme lnstallallon

I

2699
SUNSHINE MOUNTAIN DACRON II
SUPER SWEATER
3995
Reg. SSO
KIDS' OBEMEVER DOWN
PARKA"''"'
SPECIAL GROUP OF ADULT &

KIDS' PARKAS Reg ~toS40

1999 to2499

DOWN SKI MITrENS
ADULTS
KIDS

Now s17oo

1

Reg $90

frt~

Reg. *26°0

'i

SCOTT STRAPLESS DELUXE
SKI POLES, Reg. $20

BARRECRAFTER SR 25
4 pair locking
SKI RACK

delicious racer bottoms . . . in
dirty sand, blue, coppertone,
walnut or black suede uppers

Rog. S90

SARNERGO

1099

9 99

I

SPECIAL GROUP OF .
LEATHER SKI GLOVES
RC'Q $17 to S22

NOW

1Q99 to 1499

ATHELON SKI BAG

OPEN SUNDAYS

323 Romero N.W.
5307 Menaul
east of San MateQ._ __ . In Old Town
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IS now a moVIe.

share of love.
However, the Ralston family's composes, arranges, and conducts.
A warm, truly generous man who
Thanksgiving is spent far from their He is also an expert photographer,
believes
there is no such thing as
California home, - in Bir· a writer, a motorcycle fanatic, and
"luck,"
Bob Ralston has worked
mingham, Alabama to be exact.
. a devoted family man to a
his success. A classical
hard
for
Each year Ralston conducts the household of children and assorted
pianist
at
the
age of seven, he was
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra animals.
during their week-long Festival of
The youngest children, Randy earning money professionally at the
Sacred Music which is held at and Dianne, study piano, but age of 10, playing organ for
Thanksgiving time. Usually they Ralston says, "I suspect they may weddings and funerals. About that
are accompanied by Tom want to do other things." Ron is a time, too, he was playing trombone
Netherton and Norma Zimmer (of budding dru[\1mer; the oldest son, with the Salvation Army Band, At
the Welk family) who also take part Tom, often accompanies his father 15 he won a talent contest which led
in the festival. The youngest on tour, handling the lighting and .• to guest spots on the Lawrence
Ralston children often play duets, sound equipment. Both Ron and WelkShow.
Graduating from high school at
while their father devotes himself to Tom are foster sons. Bob's
16,
he planned' to go into
the hymns of his childhood. All in Holland-born wife, Fietje, a
chemistry,or possibly foreign
all, it is a very special time for a professional music copyist,
his friends
languages.
Because
very special man and his family.
completes the human portion of the
he
should
consider
music,
insisted
Beneath the conservative image Ralston household. There remains
he
took
a
year
off
and
travelled
Bob Ralston projects weekly from a small menagerie, the most exotic
the stage of the Lawrence Welk of the animals being a monkey, a with the Campus Church Crusade,
Show, there is a man of many llama, and various snakes. The playing piano and organ. Finding
interests. Multi-talented in the animals, not being musically in- that he enjoyed the travelling_ and
muskal field, Ralston plays clined, simply gather round to lend the performing and meeting new
multiple keyboards and brass, moral support and collect their people, he decided a career in music
was what he wanted after all.
Ralston has been organist for
many different churches of many
denominations and,
on a
scholarship for a music study tour
of Europe, he travelled eight
countries, playing pipe organs in
the churches and cathedrals. His
first two years of college were at
Wheaton, where he continued his
study of sacred music, then went
back to USC where he carried a
double major in composition and
accompanying, and was graduated
with honors.
Having joined the Musician's
Union, Ralston played for dances,
wherever and whenever he could
land a gig. During the early years of
their marriage, both Bob and Fietje
worked 12-16 hours a day. He first
worked for Welk as arranger, later
appearing with the orchestra in solo
piano spots. After the death of
Welk's veteran organist, Jerry
Burke, Bob volunteered as his
replacement. Next January will
mark the beginning of his 15th year
'on the Lawrence Welk show. ·
Bob Ralston had just returned to
his home from taping a Welk salute
to Bing Crosby, when this reporter
last spoke with him. While the
Crosby tribute will not be aired
until January, Ralston spoke
eag~rly of another upcoming
program, the annual Christman
show. As they have in years past,
Randy (now 13) and Dianne (11)
LOBO phato by W.T. Hunt
will pay a piano duet on the show.
Bob Ralston In Albuquerque
The two days Bob Ralston spends
each week rehearsing and taping the
Welk Show are but a small portion
ROBBY BENSON AND
of the active life he leads. Every
GLYNNIS O'CONNOR ...
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday he is
a way on tour. Occasionally he
THE STARS OF ODE TO BILLY JOE AND
ONE ON ONE ...TOGETHER AGAIN!
'-·•
appears with other members of
Welk's musical family, but usually
he travels as a solo performer.
When recently he was a guest at
Albuqueruqe's Convention Center,
he shared the concert stage with the
.. - '--lovely Anacani.
Each month Ralston writes
articles for Keyboard World and
Hurdy Gurdy. He now wishes he
had taken some Journalism courses
in college, as he sometimes has
difficulty with his writing.
Known primarily for his smooth
organ arrangements on the Welk
show, few people realize that
It's about
Ralston is also a concert pianist. He
the first time
tours often, playing the Menyou fall in love.
delssohn G minor Piano Concerto,
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue,''
and Gershwin's Concerto in F, with
symphony orchestras.
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IN COLOR FROM Umtod Artmts

Next March, Ralston will begin a
closer, more personal relationship
with the Hayward Symphony
Orchestra, with whom he has
performed before. Bob Ralston will
then become the conductor of the
Hayward Symphony, as their
present conductor will be leaving to
take over the Tokyo Symphony.
Justifiably thrilled over his new
position, Bob asked me to be sure
to spread the word.

Compiled by DAN HUMENICK
and (;EORGE (;ESNER
Ofi (;od: The heavens are filled
during the times of the old west.
with cigar smoke and clouds of • It starts today at the Louisiana
divine inspiration hover over
Blvd. at 2, 4:30, 7 and 9:30p.m.
Denver. Liberace is not in ·this Valentino: He danced like a fishfilm which shows at Coronado
bucket salesman and wore shoes
Four at I :40, 3:40, 5:40, 7:40 and
like a gigantic magnet from Hell.
9:40p.m.
His name was Valentino and he
You Light Up My Life: This
wooed the hearts of millions.
pancake movie had a lot of syrup
Dance on over to the Louisiana
and it gushes with buttery
Blvd. Cinema at 12:45, 3, 5:15,
melodrama. You may flip over
7:30 and 9:45 p.m.
this movie; Debby Boone did. Alice Sweet Alice: This guy runs
Light one up at the Coronado
around with a knife and kills
Four at 1:45,3:45,5:45,7:45 and
people by stabbing them in places
·9:45p.m.
that hurt. Carrie is not in this
Bare Knuckles: With the swift
film. Feel the hot steel at the
motion of propeller-like hands,
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at 1:45,
young gargantuans obliterate
3:45, 5:45,7:45 and 9:45p.m.
eccentric philosophers of Star Wars: Twelve little cheeses,
Confucianism
and
other
twelve melon pies, a faceful of
metaphysical cosmologies. With
stardust and one or' them. dies.
the thrill of victory and the agony
Eleven are left, none of them
of the feet it becomes a
right, but Star Wars ranks as the
motivational study in the art of
best movie tonight at the Mall
physical mutilation. Knuckles get
Cinema at noon, 2:30, 5, 7:30
exposed at the Coronado Four at
and lOp.m.
1:50, 3:50, 5:50, 7:50 and 9:50 Looking For Mr. Goodbar: Woody
p.m.
Allen's favorite person stars in
Walking Tall, Parts 1,2 and 3: The
this horrendous tale about a Dr.
birth, life and death of Buford
Jekyll and Mrs. Hyde who cruises
Pusser. He bashes heads, then
bars in search of men with large
gets his at the Coronado Four at
handkerchiefs. Look for Mr.
noon, 2:05, 4, 6, 8:10 and 10 p.m.
Goodbar at the Cinema East at 7
End of the World: Canada makes a
and 9:40p.m.
try at alien invasions and world First Love: The in and outs of life
destruction at the Coronado Four
and love are centered around Mr.
this weekend.
and Ms. Average college student.
Heroes: They only live once and
Danny Partridge is not in this
they sure are hard to come by.
film. The first chance at love is
Hell is for Heroes. They get
set at the Cinema East at 8 and 10
medals. Nothing need be added at
p.m.
the Los Altos Twin at 7:15 and Damnation Alley: The garbage of
9:35p.m.
society fights for dominance in a
A Piece of the Action: Shrill thrills
world gon~ mad. George Peppard
and Bill's bills. Chill Wills is not
speaks 'with a constantly shifting
in this film. Get your piece of the
accent, but, luckily, he keeps
action at the Los Altos Twin at
spare cigars in his pockets.
7:35 and 10 p.m.
Fallout starts at 7:45 and 9:30
Bobby Deerfield: Who is he? Find
p.m.
• out at the M Plaza at 1, 7 and The Bible: In the trend of putting
9:30p.m.
bestsellers into film, the greatest
Jeremy: Robby Benson: (forbook is re-enacted at the Fox
cefully) "Now, listen to me, you
Winrock starting today.
nubile nymphet, I knows you! Ye Silver Streak: Lose your train of
be me true love. Let us traipse
thought at the Hiland tonight at
toward that thar' sunset and get
7:15 and 9:20p.m.
us transported into a state of (;roove Tube: The film Kentucky
blissful marriage!! OK, how's
Fried Movie improved upon
that sound, me sweet?" Glynnis
finishes the week at the Hiland.
O'connor: (with severe chagrin)
Dan Humenick is not in this
That sounds like the time I killed
movie.
my wife!" Johnny Mathis is not
in this film. It plays at the M
Plaza.
Another Man, Another Chance: A
new film from the director of A
Man and A Woman, about a
manure packer (James Caan)
who falls in love with a frolicsome Jezebel (Genevieve Buiold)

Looking for Mr. Goodbar, directed
by Richard Brooks, is now playing
at the Cinema East.
By DAN HUMENICK
A good movie could have been
made from Judith Rossner's
Looking For Mr. Goodbar.
Rossner's grimly fascinating
novel created a protrait of a young
New York school teacher, Terry
Dunn, who picked up men in the
bars she frequented at night.
Anonymous sex was the only thing
that made her feel alive, yet never
did she appear less than a completely sympathetic heroine. She
was· difficult to understand, certainly, but she was likeable and
human enough, flawed only by her
obsession, which cut her off from
her family and friends and emptied
her soul even as she reached out to
indulge in her desires.
The book was a powerful read, a
sad, frightening, totally believable
tragedy, and in the hands of great
directors who have previously been
over similarly sordid material, such
as Roman Polanski [Repulsion] or
Martin Scorsese (Taxi Driver), it
could have been transferred faithfully to the screen, perhaps as a
masterpiece.
Alas, the man chosen for the
adaptation was Richard Brooks, a
talented craftsman but one not
suited to this story. Brooks has so
changed the lead and supporting
characters, and has directed in such
a heavy-handed and hysterical
manner, that his movie is more silly
than scary, more dull than riveting,
and more. pointless than thoughtprovoking.
Goodbar's pace is fast, with
sequences often incomprehensibly
rendered (especially when Terry's
eventual murderer is first introduced), and every scene has the
same crazed tone, the same effect
on the audience, so the movie
quickly becomes tiresome.

The film is ponderous not only
·because of Brooks' helt~r-skelter
editing and bizarre directional
technique. Brooks has made Terry
suffer from a kind of splitpersonality, and long before the
film is over, it is apparent whey he
has done this: to contrast her nice
side (she's a brilliant teacher of
deaf kids and a loving kid sister by
day) with her bad side (by night, she
assumes her obsessed personality).
since this intent is obvious from the
opening of the film, when a: leering
Terry loses her virginity by seducing
her college professor, it becomes
boring seeing this same scene, only
played in different settings, over
and over.
Brooks' changing of Terry's
personality has inade her unsympathetic, almost uninteresting.
In fact, Terry appears almost to be
a slut--and Brooks, for some unfathomable reason, manages to
manufacture a scene in which Terry
imagines herself as a prostitute,

Hends Tnlk
"Talking Heads '77"/Ta/king
Heads/Sire[ WB]
By GEORGE (;ESNER
When someone drops the term
"punk rock", visions of a band
playing three-chord rock 'n' drone
with hype written all over their
faces come to mind.

But it's a term one should not get
hung up on, especially when groups
such as the Stranglers, Television,
Dictators, Ultravox and now the
Talking Heads come along to prove
there's a greener side of the fence.
The group hasn't reached their
full potential as of yet, but there are
promising signs. Their work with
various rhythm styles and var~ng

r

~

which considerably alienates the
audience from the character.

~-

a
b
been t:l.

Diane Keaton
has
justifiably praised for her performance. Keaton would have been
magnificent as the complex Terry
of the book. She is excellent as the
simplistic filmic version of her,
though she never does manage to
make her seem human.
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~
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Many people have noticed that .!::3
Richard Gere, who plays Terry's "'
psychopathic lover Tony, resembles :j"
and acts like Robert DeNiro. This is
true. In a hollow, twitching,
sniffing performance, Gere certainly gives the best imitation of
DeNiro's Johnny Boy from Mean
Streets that I've seen yet this
month.
William Atherton is superb, as
usual, as James, Terry's one
normal acquaintance. In the midst
of all the garnish decadence and
highpitched, insane characterizations (most of the people in
this fim are loony). Atherton's
stunningly emotional scenes with
Keaton make one realize; as do
similarly charged scenes between
keaton and Tuesday Weld, what
this film could have been.
Unfortunately, these brief glimpses
of reality are only mere moments of
relief in what is surely one of the
most shriekingly didactic fantasies
of all time.

{cont. on pogc l.O)
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•Tues. -Schnapps Drinking Contest
•This Week .. H. Hopper Band
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Punked Up
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''Saints'' /Sire[ WB]
By <;EQRGE (;ESNER
~
There's nothing holy about the
.~
sounds
these guys put out. Jt is my
,.,

..1:1
'OJ

Q)

;2i contention that it is groups like

::: these that give the "new wave" a
Q)

z

0 bad name. You could say this group
';:; is in search of the fourth chord.
on
~ Best cut if necessary is "Messin'
With the Kid." D.

Talking Heads

No Hang.ups With Stranglers and Dead
Young, loud & Snot·
ty/Deadboys!Sire [WB] .
No More Heroes!Stranglers/A&M
By HORST WESSEL
Suddenly, they're coming qut of
the woodwork.
No sooner are we told through
the rock media that there is a new
trend in rock music that's rippinjl
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Dead Boys
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The Boys have found a formula something different with rock,
across Europe, and the record
companies are signing and which allows them to play up their feeling their way along a rather new
promoting any group which meets punk background without having terrain. Now that the legwork has
or exceeds the criteria allowing to resort to musical gimmickery just · been done, along come Stranglers
them to be labeled "punk rock."
to sound different. These guys play to carry forward that sort of
Over a nine-month period on the it straight, just basic rock 'n'roll. I sophisticated brand of intellectural
East Coast last winter, spring and kept thinking of early Rolling rock.
summer, every outlet for rock Stones, the way they postured as
But don't be scared off by their
information, except radio stations punks, pissing on gas station walls
ability
to lance the boils of social
and record stores, bombarded the and being rude to everybody within
ferment;
these boys do it with
poor public with tidbits of the · hearing distance, and transferring
humor
and
sarcasm backed by the
antics of Britain's most notorious . that attitude into lyrics hung on
toughest
sound
I've yet heard in
punkers, the Sex Pistols.
. basic straight American R&B.
"Johnny Rotten threw up on an
The Boys take a similar ap- "new wave" rock. Each cut carries
old lady in an airport waiting proach, and it works. They punch a driving pulse of a drumbeat,
with
masterful
lounge today in London," out rock licks like pros, borrowing overlaid
keyboard/
sy_nthesizer
latterns
and a
"Johnny Rotten called a BBC a hook here and there, a Beatles
grating
guitar.
Sometimes
interviewer a dirty SOB mother- guitar riff when it fits into their
rucker on the air today," "A framework, a Keith Richard rhyth- reminiscent of the Doors and the
member of the House of Lords has m pat\ern for familiarity's sake. Kinks, sometimes a hint of the great
condemned the Sex Pistols and the And over it all, the lyrics sneer British bar bands like Sucks Deluxe
punk wave from the floor of about the state of a society that and Brinsley Schwartz, Stranglers is
. Parliament today ... "
would allow anyone to get away quite simply the best band I've
Hell, I wanted to hear these guys with this kind of thing. It's really heard since B-Boo Deluxe.
and see what the fuss was all about. rather refreshing.
True, the band has no virtuoso
Taking an entirely different performer like a Bill Nelson or a
Well, it turned out the fuss
wasn't about their music. Finally, a approach toward their music are Jim Morrison or a Ray Davies.
station in New York got a hold of a · the Stranglers, a band which They don't need one. They don't
copy of ''God Save the Queen," foresakes the kitsch trappings of rely on individual performance to
billed by the Pistols as a Silver punk, such as safety pins in one's create their image; they are a
Jubilee anthem. Sounded like rock cheek, for a stinging brand of music combo, one of the tightest, one of
'n' roll to me. The lyrics were a bit which leaves little doubt about their the best.
guaint: "God save the queen, the street-wise. background.
..
Rather than base their stance on
facist regime," but still; is it really
So it would appear the punk or
worth an elderly Peer working a tried-and-true R&B skelton, the new wave is here for a while. That's
himself up toward a stroke or heart Stranglers have chosen •to modify OK, It has a Jot ot offer, if care is
the electicism of the early '70s as taken in selecting the best of it. The
attack in Parliament.
So the Pistols were too hot to promoted by the likes of Bowie and Dead Boys and Stranglers will give
touch in this country for quite a Roxy Music, but without the self- any listener a head start on what the
those
artists current rock scene can do at its
while, Now, however, they're consciousness
promotable because of the birth of projected. They were trying to do best.
publicity, not for their music,
which very few people seem to have
every heard to this day.
So if the Pistols are promotable,
why not 50 imitation groups as
well?
. Well, I happened to luck out
when it came time for the punk
albums to be handed out for
review. I ended up with Dead Boys,
an American band from the New
York CBGB's genre, and a British
A Jive TUJ.•key Night
band on their fourth album, the
In The
Stranglers.
As far as punk goes, the Dead
Boys come closer to the mark set by
the mentors of punkdom, the
Pistols. Punk, it seems, is
In The Student Union
characterized by a negative attitude
Building Basement
toward everything, including
Wednesday, November 23
politics, sex, drugs, society, music,
the listener's taste, the record
A Thanksgiving Party
company. Somehow the Dead Boys
With The Fantastic Funk Of
pull it off without becoming dull,
repetitious or trite .
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o o o Heads
(cont. frorn pugc 9)·

dynamics are proof they are putting
music into the framework of things.
Their biting lyrics against society
and establishment is the unifying
factor that puts them in the same
league with other new wavers, but
it's the tunes that put them ahead.
C plus.

ltltiU

ByCHRISCANNAZARRO
c~r
great
.
American sport for those who
enjoy the thrill of anticipation, the
The next step is finding a place to excellent runs and the crafty tuber
encounter some fumbling and
climax of an exhilirating ride over a "tube" as the experts say.
will find secluded runs for a little bumbling along the learning path.
Some Albuquerque parks will do private flight.
rocky slope, and a relaxing sleep
A trek down the slope to catch the
.
in a pinch if you're really hard up.
after the big moment.
The first problem the innertuber runaway innertube is not un·
For the novice at innertubing, or Some. of the more hilly parks in- faces is climbing the hill. This can
•
common.
some of the more naive, there are a elude Roosevelt, Netherwood and be done most effectively by utilizing
Once on the tube, a push from a
few basic pi~ces of equipment that Los Altos.
the proper equipment. Boots with a friend will get you going and then
are needed.
But the true innertube lover will stick sole are best for climbing and
First and foremost is an in- not settle for anything less than the we suggest that you keep warm, it's "look out." We urge the
not to give out too
nertube. Any good rubber will do real thing and that is in the don't wear so many layers of inexerienced
much too fast because
or accidents can happen either on mountains. The cooJ, crisp, clothing so th!tt they become
the slopes or to and from them. mountain air heightens the ex· cumbersome.
Th?se who· ~ake the.ir innertubi.ng . citement of the drive. Pick-up
Mounting the slippery tube is the
sertously wtll lubn_cate the m- · trucks are recommended for the . next problem. The innertuber will'
nertube for a smoother, faster ride. ride up to site 'for their spacious probably have to hit-and-miss for
If you don't have any tubes, gas rear beds.
awhile if he is out of practice, and
The Sandi as are noted for some the inexperienced will certainly
stations are an excellent source.

~

can be a tiring experience. Those §'
over 40 years of age with heart ti
trouble should not innertube more ~
than twice a week because of its ""
I"'
strenuous nature.
0
o'

.0

. Group innertubing is a way to ~
break the monotony of double- <
tubing which can become routine. ~
We urge that each member of the ~
group maintain a good physical tl
appearance and pay close attention
to personal hygiene. Those ~
situations can get sticky.
_,

N.M. Offers Variety

Slopes Dravv by Degrees
Ski buffs at UNM need no~
depend only on local resorts.
Norther New Mexico offers a wide
variety of•ski slopes with varying
degrees of difficulty.
Some of the major ski areas,
within
a day's .drive of
Albuquerque, are listed here. They
include addresses and phone
numbers for reservations and other
information.
Angei Fire Ski Basin (505) 3772301 Eagle Nest, N.M. 87718
(From Thos, 22 miles east on U.S.
64 three miles south of N.M. 38).
Most slopes inte<mediate. Also site
of women's national ski meet
sponsored by UNM ski team March
9-11. Lodges on site. Vertical dop
2180 ft., three chair lifts.
Powder Puff Mountain (505)
754-2941 (ski conditions) Box 786
Red River, N.M, 87558 (Vz mile
west of Red River).
Most slopes beginner and intermediate. Vertical drop 150 ft.,
two chair lifts, lodges in Red River.
Raton Ski Basin (505) 445-3015
Box 1043 Raton, N.M. 87740.
(From Raton, five miles east on
N.M. 72, seven miles north on
N.M. 526).
Most slopes intermediate vertical
drop 1000 ft., one chair lift, one Tbar poma, lodges in Raton.
Red River Ski Area (505) 7542232 (ski conditions) Box 303 Red
'
River, N.M. 87558.
. Most slopes intermediate, vertical drop 1530 ft., two chair lifts,
one T-bar, one poma, lodges on
site. Also site of women's national
ski meet sponsored by UNM ski
team.
Sandia Peak Ski Area (505) 2969585 #10 Tramway Loop NE,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87101 (From
Albuquerque, northeast to Sandia
Peak Tramway, or 15 miles east on
I-40, six miles northwest on N.M.
44.

Most slopes beginner and intermediate, vertical drop 1660 ft .
tram, ~wo chair lifts, three pomas,
lodges m Albuquerque.
Santa Fe Ski Basin (505) 9839155 Box 2286 Santa Fe, N.M.
87501 (From ·Santa Fe, 16 miles
northeast on N.M. 475.)
Most slopes intermediate, vertical drop 1600 ft., two chair lifts,
three T·bars/pomas, lodges in
Santa Fe.
Sierra Blanca Ski Resort (505)
336-4356 (Snow conditions) Box
220, Ruidoso, N.M. 88345 (From
Ruidoso, nine miles north on N.M.
37, 12 miles west on N.M. 532.
Most slopes intermediate, vertical drop 1700 ft., gondola, one
chair lift, three T-bar/pomas,
lodges in Ruidoso and Alto.
Sipapu Ski Area (505) 587-2240
Box 29, Vadito, N.M. (From Taos,
four miles south on N.M. 68, 21
miles southeast on N.M. 3).
Most slopes intermediate, ver·
tical drop 800 ft., 3 T-bar/pomas,
lodges on site and in Taos.
Taos Ski Valley (505) 776·2266
Taos Ski Valley, N.M. 87571 (From
Taos, four miles north on U.S. 64,
15 miles northeast on N.M. 150).

Twenty per cent beginner, 30 per
cent intermediate, 50 percent
(brave) expert. Vertical drop 2612
ft., six chair lifts one pony lift,
lodges on site.
Happy "s~hussing" when the
snow comes.
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SororitY spring rusll will be held Jan. 22to Jan. 27.
are available in Student Activities
Center. For more information call277-4706.
Appli~tions

~·

jPhi Alpha Theta, the history honorary society,

will meet on Fri, Dec. 21, at .3:30 p.m. in the History
Dept~

Lounge, Mesa Vista Hall.

Finance COmmittee meeting, Mon. Nov. 28, 6 p.m.
"

rm. 23JBSUB.

The NMPlRG Board of Director wfll mccl at S
p.m. Tues., Nov. 22, at 139 Harvard SE. Ali student
members invited.
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Cross-Country .Lovers
Make the Slopes
Cheaply, Excitingly
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Women To Host Nationals

If you get your kicks by schussing through the back woods on skis and

freezing your chanoobies off, then cross-country skiing is for you.
'R
There are unlimited unmarked areas available to skiers in New Mexico,
"
but
Taos has eight miles of marked trails available and instructors also
::s
teach the amateur how to get started. If you're already an expert at crossz" country skiing, Bandelier National Monument has ma~y steep valleys and
__, canyons which will prove exhilarating to the accomplished cross-country
nut.
"bO Cross-country skiing is also cheaper than regular skiing. The LOBO
p.,
"' surveyed local shops specializing in equipment and came up with these
figures.
The average pair of Alpine skis runs in the neighborhood of $200, but a
good pair of cross-country skis runs only about $85. Bindings for the
Alpine skis costs about $75, but only about $15 for bindings for crossocountry skies. Boots and poles will cost the Alpiner about $160, but will
set the cross-country lover back about $70.
There are some disadvantages for the cross-country lover however. One
of them is getting lost. Ski lodges are full of tales about cross-country
skiers who went into the woods for a day's workout and were never heard
from again. Take these stories with a grain of salt.
The careful cross-country skier will act as a Boy Scout and come
prepared. With a reliable compass and at topographical map, the crosscountry skier can enjoy the woods anywhere from Sandia Peak to the local
golf course.
Skiers should estimate the time they will be gone and bring along
nourishment as required. The smart cross-country skier will also plan a
course before setting out and stick to that plan. Haphazard travel through·
the mountains can be dangerous to your health.
Apres ski? A nice, warm bath, hot coffee spiced with your favorite
booze and a Swedish massage on some of the well-worn areas of the body
will do wonders for the tired-out cross-country lover.
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he Lol-La-Pa-Loo-Za
Introduces Hilights & B.ody
·.

Hilights:
hilight your hair color with hennalucent, all natural no
peroxide & it conditions while it hilights your hair even acts
as a true hair thickener.

Body:
add body with l'oreal a conditioning wave while it curls.
Hair is left lusterous, silky & manageable.

Come In

Free
Consultation

1419 Central N .E.
4019-4th N.W.

243-17 46
344-1621

LOBo sportsWriter
The thrill of the alpine skier racing down a course at 50-miles-an-hour
and the steady push of a nordic competitor pumping through the still
countryside; this is what collegeskicompetitionisallabout.
It is the domain of the Lobo skiers, a unique team that is composed of
men and women. It is also the most succes~ful varsity sport at UNM with
six straight team titl,es behind it and a seventh under wraps this year.
Every good program is based on quality athletes and UNM has been
fortunate to have some of the best skiers in the country. The top women on
the 'team this year are junior Cindy Stone, sophomores Stephanie LeMay
and Cathy Robran and freshmen Marjory Alley, Shari Miller and carol

Billiard Parlors Provide
Cue for Boredotn Cure
When icy winter winds send you
caroming from bar to bar in search
of an indoor slake to your thirst for
entertainment, consider the game
that has been keeping people occupied for hundreds of years-billiards.
There are only four billiards
and/ or pool halls listed in the
yellow pages. Two of these have
gone out of business or have moved
without telling anyone. One
reviewed here is not listed in the
phone book.
The equipment at these halls is
riot widely varied in quality. The
best players usually have their own
cues, threfore the cues at the four
billiards establishments are used
mostly by amateurs and need not be
expecially good.
Bennie's Billiards, 106 Cornell
Dr. SE, charges 70 cents and hour
and has snooker.' The tables are in
pretty good condition, not being
sever,ely warped. The cues are
adequate.
The Golden Cue, 3620 Menatit
Blvd NE, charges $1.05 an hour for
one person, and 90 cents an hour

Snooker is available at the same
rates. The tables and cues are
adequate minus. They are slightly
more beat up in condition than
Bennies. The clientele consists
largely of high school students.
Jigg's Pool Room charges 75
cents per person per hour. Women
play free on Wednesdays. The
equipment is in good condition,
and the clientele is made up of a
good deal of serious players along
with some University novices.
Perk's Pro Billiards, 6615 Lomas
Blvd. NE, charges 70 cents an hour
per person. The equipment is cared
for well, and therefore are less the
worse for wear. The establishment
stresses women and families in its
advertising. Forty per cent of its
clientele is women, according to the
owner.
Rack & Rail Billiards, 6615
Menaul Blvd. NE, charges 90 cents
an hour per person. The equipment
ranges from not so good to good.
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Snooker ·is available. The
management judges the players as
they come in, giving the novices the
worst tables and the better players
the new ones. Most of the
professional competition goes on
here.
Then there is the SUB games
room. The equipment is all right
considering the wear. The charge is
65 cents an hour for two or more
players, and 70 cents and hour for
one player.
Many bars and lounges offer
pool at a quarter a game. Several of
those that students frequent are:
Alfalfa' s- new equipment.
Appollo Bar & Lounge USA
Earth- fair equipment. Club
Illusion- pretty good equipment.
El Espejo Lounge- pretty good
equipment. Jack's Lounge- poor
equipment, most of the cues are
warped, and many are missing the
felt tips. Okie' s- run-down
equipment.
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HEWLETT ~PPJ PACKARD

S7995

The HP 21 Scientif1c

•
• 32 built·in functions and operalions. Performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in
radians or degrees; rectangular/polar conversion;
register arithmetic; common
log evaluation.
• Perform all basic data man ipulations.

N QW

12500

H P-25 Scientific
Programmable
• 72 built-in functions and
operations
• Keystroke programmability.
The automatic answer torepetitive problems
• Full editing capabilities
• Branching and conditional
test capability
• 8 addressable memories.

Both the HP-21 and
the HP-25 feature:

• RPN logic system with
4-memory stack.
• Full decimal display control.

Come in and see these
great calculators today

HOLIVIAN'S, INC.
Mastercharge, Visa, and American
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Lunches

Thomas.
Two native New Mexicans, Kirsten Raudenbush and Claudia Trendwell,
help round out the women and should help the team.
Stone, LeMay, Alley, Miller and Thomas all have skied the Can-Am
Circuit and have competed in the junior and senior nationals. Alley was a
member of the U.S. team while Miller trained with -the U.S. team last
summer.
"We have one of the strongest alpine women's teams ever,!' UNM skit
team coach George Brooks said. "We have a good chance to win nationals .
in the alpine events, and we should do quite well," Brooks said.
"Women's nationals are at Red River and Angel Fire this year and it's to
our advantage."
Three freshmen lead the men into tough conference races: Paul
Kilstofte, Dave Sponsel and Steve Yahn. Eric Boutilier and Chris Dean
along with Duke Glynn and Rod Mahoney are all back from last year and
will help the team.
"We're a young team, we only have two seniors, one sophomore, and
three or four freshmen." We should repeat the league title and should do
well at regionals," Brooks said.
Training will continue from November through March.
This is a special year for the Lobos because UNM is hosting the 1978
National Women's AIAW Collegiate Ski championship. The meet will be
held March 9-11 at Red River and Angel Fire, N.M.
According to Klaus Weber, UNM's cross-country ski team coach, the
nordic skiers have improved greatly over the past three years, and Weber
hopes to have some national competitors this year.
The men's team has three starters from last year's cross-country team.
They are Phil Book, Phil Montes and Greg Sivinski. Mahoney and Dean
are two competitors who will help the UNM team.
There are also several other newcomers to the cross-country team. They

LOBOphoro by W.T. Hunt
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Choose
H P•21
. your second
"' c~lculator first!
H P.•25
.
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include
anddepth
Dean.and. strength " Weber said. "I feel we can _
"TheJohn
men'sPacheco
team has
win the Central Intercollegiate Ski League (CISL) title and we should have .
improved results at regionals and hopefully qualify one or two skiers for
nationals," Weber said.
The women's team is rebuilding due to the loss of the two Scaro sisters.
Joanne Erickson and Mary Beth Roberts are two of the stronger women
cross-country skiers from last year but Weber hopes some of the younger
cross-country skiers will help the team. "We have two balanced team, and
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1631 Eubank N.E. 293-4508
511 Wyoming N.E. 265-3667
4523 4th N.W. 345-5301
Belen at 614 Becker 864-3522 •

EASILY IMPRESSED?

---------·

Today's problems are complex, the search demanding. L?s Alamos
Scientific Laboratory is committed to the concept that Amenca's great·
est resource lies in its people.

United Cnmpus ffilnlstty
Enter his gates with Thanksgiving and his gates
.with pro.ise! Give thanks to him, bless his name! For
the Lord is good; his steadfast love endures
forever, and his faithfulness to all generations.
Psalms 100: 4,5.

Los Alamos is not looking for employees with assembly-line imagin·
ation but those who will dare to question the obvious, and reach for
' yet undreamed.
dreams

tra1ining (all,ovo'3J prepares
for actural racing competition (below)•
·"',-~'"'·~-. ---.--~~ ,_,,...-:--:··~·-:-':--.Y._~. ---;------·-:-'~:-~1
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Our special search is for innovative, safe sources o_f energy created
through our Laboratory's brainpower: energy alternattves such as
• Laser Fusion
• Magnetic Fusion
• Geothermal
•Solar
• and others still in the conceptual stage

9:15am College Sun. School Class
Central United methodist Church
1 block west of UNm - 215 Pine NE

It's your future! Make your mark with us.

5:30 pm Sunday: meal
6:15pm Sunday: Discussion

Los Alamos representatives will be conducting inte.rviews Mon?ay
and Tuesday, November 28-29, 1977, at Career Servtce, Mesa Vtsta
Hall, or write to:

United ffilnlstry Center

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Recruiting Division
P.O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

1801 Las Lomas NE
247-0497
One block North of Schole's Hall
Positive, Jo.Yful and Christian

los
alaJnos

Sponsored by the Disefpfes of Chtist, the
United Church of Cflr!st, Unrted methodist Chl!rch,
ood.the United Presbytetfort Church rn thfi' USA.

SCIENTIFIC LAIOftA'fOPIY
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An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employ~r~ Wom.en, Mi~ori
ties1 Veterans, Handicapped Urged to apply. U. S. Ctttzenshtp feqwred.
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Top Scorer in Cuban Game
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LoboS Host Utes in Grid Finale

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
0
Saturday
night at University
.0
0
Stadium,
two
teams, UNM and
,..<
Utah,
will
have
many things in
.Q
'@ common in the grid finale for both
Ci Western Athletic Conference
0
u
·;;;: schools.
Q)
-Both teams lost last weekend
:E playing with key players injured.
Q)
-Both teams played one of the
z toughest football schedules this
-.r" year.
Q)
-Both teams have exciting
Oil
p.. receivers, Preston Dennard for
UNM and Jack Steptoe for Utah,
who will see their last game this
weekend,
-And both teams will be playing
for pride this weekend instead of a
bowl game berth or conference
championship.
·
With those elements, an anticipated crowd of 15,000 will
watch as both squads end losing
seasons.
UNM head coach Bill Mandt
said, "As far as my attitude on the
season this year, we've played hard
·everytime. We'll be a lot healthier
this weekend, It's been a hard
season this year, as far as our
0

z

"

~
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schedule goes and the last two
games we've lost. Yet, the team has
never given in,"
Saturday night's game will be the
last time nine'UNM seniors will don
the cherry and turquiose of a Lol;>o
football uniform.
Seniors playing in their last game
as Lobo will be Dennard, split end;
Tim Westcott, cornerback; Jim
Hayners, · kicker; Don Barnes,
tailback; .Gabe Chabez, linebacker;
Marion Chapman, linebacker; and
Jake Gonzalez, guard. Injured
seniors who will miss the final game
will be Smokey Turman, cornertiack, and Mike Andrakowicz,
offensive tackle.
"I talked to the seniors at
Monday's practice," Mandt said,
"and told them it was important to
win the last game. Even though we
didn't have a winning season
(currently 4-7), they know how
important is it to win Saturday
night."
Dennard, a two-time All-WAC
receiver, will leave the Lobo ranks
with three 'Pack records. They are
career receptions, 140; career
· reception yardage, 2221 ; and career
touchdown receptions. 15. ·

TrakNowax
SkiPaekage
Tral{ Tremblant Now ax Skis
Appalachia Boots
Rottefella Pin Bindings
Glass Poles

83.50
29.95
9.50
11.95
4.50
8139.40
Sl23.95

.Mount

Regular Price
I•ACKAGEI•IUCE

Other packages available with
Bonna Skis
Asnes Skis

Fischer Skis
Trucker Skis

:SIInuntain QtlTaltt
6307 Menaul NEAcross from Coronado Center

881-5223

Speaking about the Utah offense
Mandt said, "They play a ball
control type of game. So far thi!
season, they have had more first
downs and have run more olavs

than their opponents."
With the receivers starting Lobo
quaterback Noel Mazzone has and
the fine receivers Utah signal caller
Rancjy Gomez has, the airways

should

be

pretty

:f

congested
1.,

SaLurday night.
Kickoff time Saturday night is
sr.heduled for 7:35.
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Johnson Prefers ~utomatic'
By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The orange ball sailed gently off
his fingertips, glided through the air
and caused a rippling sound as it
fell through the net.
"I like to shoot that ball," Lobo
co-captain and this week's LOBO
player-of-the-week
Marvin
Johnson said.
Friday night he only missed three
times from the field and scored 33
points against the Cuban national
team.
The sweat glistened off of his
forehead as his legs struggled to
keep his body in front of the man
he was guarding,
"! never played defense until I
came here. I know that's what I
need," Johnson said.
After a rough practice, he
plopped into a chair in the locker
room and said, "!don't like to be
called the 'enforcer'. I like
'automatic' better. That's him, the
enforcer,"· he said pointing to
Willie Howard.
As the tape, which had just been
taken from from the knees, ankles
and thighs of basketball players
flew freely through the room,
Stevie Wonder was singing over the
loudspeaker and Johnson talked
about Coach Norm Ellenberger's
new "equal oppurtunity" offense.
"We have more freedom. We
have a lot of good shooters and we
need an offense like that," he said
above the playfull noise of his
teammates.

LOBO photo by

'Pack Meets
Idaho In
-.
Official Season Opener
concerned and we did a lot of things
well," Ellenberger said of the Cuba
game.
He said, "They were a little roadweary and soon got Lobo-weary. ·
Our pressure helped that along.~'

New Mexico is solid with four
returning starters including
Johnson, Howard, co-captain
Michael cooper, and center Jimmy
Allen.
Mark Felix and Russell
Sanunders are more than capable of
filling the void created by the
departed Billy Reid, who at last
word is in San Francisco.

Idaho's 6-7, 235-pound JC
transfer Jim Kaczmarek is expected
to hold his own on the court.
Ellenberger said, "We still have a
lot of things to work on in practically every phase of the game."
JC transfer Phil Abney has been
looking sharp in practice as has
Mike Stewart.
Phil Spradling, the only freshman to make the Lobo team will
probably miss the entire season
because of complications with his
broken foot. Forward Norm Cacy
· may have to undergo surgery again.
The Arena doors will open at
6:30.

Marvin Johnson: LOBO Player of the Week.

Women Cagers Open
Against ol r o Squads
The season opens on the road this
weekend for the UNM women's
basketball team and the women will
be the first ones to say they will
return with two victories.
Friday they will tangle with a
taller Colorado University squad
and Saturday they face the
University of Northern Colorado.
Both games wi II be played fn
Boulder.
Sharp-moving guard Susie
Schuster promised, "We'll come
home with two wins."
Coach Kathy Marpe said, "This
year we're a more total ball club.
We do everything well."
Center Carol Moreland said she
has beeh picking up some bad
habits.
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1 OBD photo by Phyllis M. Kushner

Lobo guard Russell Saunders (with ball). muscles up ~
shot against Tomas Herrera of ·the Cuban National
Team. ""'
~i

Sweaters, Jeans, T -Shirts-} ackets & Much More.
You Can Buy At Half Price Or Less

Gal's
Tops

Jeans
&

$350

Cords

2 for '6

$750

We Will Be Open Sundays, llam to 5am Thru Christmas

We Offer More For Less

~

~

~

Warning!

~;;:

Christmas will be here
before you know it and if
picture·giving is part of your
Yuletide plans, act now!.
To help fill your holiday picture needs UN M Photo SerVice is offering a wide range'·
of special color portrait
packages. As an added
bonus, through November
only, we will give an ad·
ditional 10% discount from
our already low prices. We
Invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel
that after you do, you'll
come to Photo Service.
Don't delay! For further
details call o277-5743 or
come by our office at 1820
Las Lomas, N.E.

UNMSTUDENT
DIRECTORIES.
are still on sale for only 25c
with valid UNM ID at the
Student Information Center in the, SUB
and the UNM Bookstore

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
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Noel Mazzone will guarterback the Lobos Saturday night against Utah in the last 'Pac"
football game.
•

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The Lobo basketball team suits
up for its second game of the year,
but this one, unlike their massacre
of the Cubans, counts.
Friday at 7:35 in the famed "Pit"
a group of unknowns called the
Idaho Vandals will try to keep pace
with the runnin' and gunnin'
Wolfpack team.
,
Lobo coach Norm Ellenberger,
talking about his opponents, said,
"Last year they were young and
inexperienced; but I understand
they'only lost one player and have
plenty of si+e coming back."
He said Idaho will have "five c
six players over 6-7. I'm sure the}
are a much improved team."
Against the Cubans Marvin
"Automatic" Jbhnson poured in
33 points, Willie Howard, who is
called the "Enforcer" by Johnson
picked up 21 points.
The Lobo's 73 half-time points
and their 136 game points last week
are unofficial records because they
occurred in an exhibition game.
The official highs are 70 halftime points against Hawaii and 121
points in the season opener against
New Mexico Highlands last year.
"We needed a game to find out
where we are as far as progress is

"....
.v.

arol Moreland,
women's basketball center
will lead her corps Friday
and Saturday in Colorado.

"I've been doing things like
trying to make one-handed shots
and things. Just sloppy play. I've
been concentrating on it now. The
main part is realizing I'm doing it,"
shesaid.
·
Jean Rostermondt, who last year
set a single-season scoring record,
said she doesn't think about doing
it again this year.
"Whatever comes, comes. I just
want our whole team to do well,"
she said.
The Lobo team will have to do
well Friday, because there is as
much optimism on the other team's
side.
Colorado's head coach Jerry
Zancanelli said, "We sho!lld play
exciting basketball this year. Some
of the best women's basketball in
the country."
Colorado's head coach Jerry
Zancanelli said, "We should play
exciting basketball this year. Some
"of the best women's basketball in
the country."
Lady buff Doni Fischer, 5-7
junior, was named to the notable
mention All Conference squad last
year averaging 13 points a game.
Rostermondt averaged about
14.7 points a game last year as a
freshman but did not make the All
Conference squad.
"Our conference had a lot of
good ·people," Roster mondt explained.

TENNIS IS YOUR GAME
THIS IS YOUR SALE

20%0
OFF

all rackets including
Prince, Head XRCs,

~r:::m.up suits

Cf~fintsh,({--~

.

p

He said, "All you have to have is
good sound judgement. That's the
rule.''
"All the way, that's our goal.
We're going to take it one step at a
time. We've got the team," cocaptain Johnson said.
"Being team captain means
trying to show the leadership,
making sure everyone knows that
we can go all the way," Automatic
said.
Johnson had to go the Junior
College route because he was not
highly sought after his senior year
in high school despite averaging
over 20 points a game.
"In high school, I though I was
good, but I had to go the J.C. way
to prove myself."
"I came here because I had a
chance to play right away. Coach
Ellenberger is known as as good
defensive coach and I know that's
what I need," he said.
"I think I'm pretty good. I think

CROSS COUNTRY SKI SPECIAL

'~~n 10% off any cross country ski equipment
package at our shop in Juan Tabo flaza
Sale Ends Saturday November 26th.

"'
"'

-

RACQk(ET & HEALTH CLUB

Now Open
Come tour New Mexico's
finest Racquetball facility
• twelve regulation, air-conditioned racquetballhandball courts • four lighted, outdoor tennis cour·
ts • central location directly behind Four Seasons
Motor Hotel • sauna, whirlpool, steam room,
weight room, showers, locker room, massage.

Spec·ial Student Rates
Available
Public Welcome
call 266-7781 for reservations or infonnation

Very fine European &

Indonesian
Food

Indonesian
Dinner Special
Loempia
Telur Berlada
Bami or Nasi Goreng
Beverage

2.10

celebrating our 5th anniversary at 2901 Indian
School Rd. NE. And now our new location In
Juan Tabo Plaza, Juan Tabo and Montgomery

t::l
I'm around some pretty good ~
players too," he said glancing at '<
fellow team captl\in Michael 0t'"
a"
Cooper, who insists that Johnson .o
. be called the "enforcen".
z
"You've got to think of the 0<
top," Johnson said.
a"
.Johnson, who wears a tiny a"
earring in his right ear, said he got it "
"'
about four years ago this UJ
Thanksgiving.
_,
"I've sorta grown attached to it. _,
It's my force," he said with a
laugh,
He turned serious for a moment
when asked how important
basketball was to him.
His eyes showed that it was very
important to him.
"It's been good to me. I'd like to
be a part of it for 10 or 12 more
years," he said.
"Yeah, I think I'm a better
person overall because of it,"
Marvin "Automatic" Johnson
said.

serving all day

Serving Iunch and
dinner

Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE
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Rates: 15c pet wotd pet day, Jl minimum.
5 ~r mote consecutive daya,
9c per word per-day
(no refunds If canceled befote 5 Insertions).
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PERSONALS

tion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose, 294.
12/3
Q Grecdy7 Mnke h to Ned's on Wednesdays for their
Special Drink Night!
I 1/23
0
u
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Casey Oplical
"R
Q)
Company, 255·81~6.
tfn
SINGLE7 Meet sincere members of the opposite sex.
Call DATEI.INE toll~ free: 800-45 1·3245.
I 1/2~
~
SUNLAND 1\.LBUQUE!RQUE! MAGAZINE seeks
huma11 interest stories; fiction, poetry, art work,
photographs concen1lng history, cultures, prcseQt
\0
......
lifestyles of Southwest. Contact Henry Woodall,
Q)
265-R 170 or Kathy Thompson, 821·417 I. Mailing
b/)
ell
p.. add res~: 1816 Kirby Court, Albtlqucrquc, N.M.
871 !2.
1212
INTERNATIONAl. THANKSGIVING FEAST,
Sundance Cafe, 127 Harvard SE, I p,m, ·~p.m.
For information & reservations, call255-0986.
I I /23
SKATEBOARD C!TY has a full line of boards
trucks, wheels, srafety gcnr, & many accessories.
OPEN I 2-5 p.m. weekdays, 1 1·5 p.m. Saturday.
106 Mn111ingdsldc NE, 255-4336.
I I /29
SANDIE, I think you're the swectcsl, most lovable
girl I know. Stewart.
I 1/30
WHOLE WHEAT PiZZA with mushroom topping
for .\lices. Wed, Nov. 23, Perry's Pizza, 2004
Central SE. Pia a by tl1c slice nnd pan.
I I /23
HAPI'Y DIRTHDAY FRANKIE! Welcome home,
Suruhl With Love Plus, Your buds.
I 1123
SKATEBOARI,) CITY CONTEST, Sunday Dec, 4th,
I 1·3 p.m. 106 Morningside NE. Call for informa·
'
12/2
tlon, 255-4336.
Hobbit puzzles, puppets, sttlffed toy;! For children
or nil ages In the UNM Bookstore's Gift Depart·
mcnt.
12/1
SIL'.RRA ('l.lJJJ calendars- bring the outside inliNM Bouk>torc.
I 1/23
llAI'PY THANKSClJVINO to all and thank you!
!'rom Lindn, Victorln, Devcrly and Terry! at lntcr~ontincntal Travel Cemrc.
I 1/23
l>ON, HAPPY lllRTHDAY.IIovcyou, Fran, I 1123

QUIET ONE BEDJWOM. Minutes to UNM. Fenced
yard, $120,00; part utilities paid. Valley Rentals,
262-1751.$30.00 fee.
I 1/23

0171,
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LOST AND FOUND

FIND YO,UHSELF in the Pence Corps. Ortega 233,
277·5907,
fs
LOST: Male Alaskan Malamute Black & White.
Carlisle & Indian School. 266-7142. REWARD.
11/23
FOUND: ncar Woodward Hall, black satin sash
[clericnm. ('luirn Mmon Hall, Rm. 105.
11/28
I·OUND: 4 keys on rl11g ncar AFROTC office. Claim
1901 ln~Lomn~orcallDeeat277·4602.
11/28
FOUND: keys In parking lot, south of Bandelier
Hall. Claim Marron Hall, Rm. 105.
1211

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING :'iERVICE. A com'plcte typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholu~tic. Charts& tables. 345-2125,
12/2
LSAT-MCAT REVIE.W·COURSES. Prepare now,
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
TYJ>INO: MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564.
fs
SERVE in Ihe Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277·5907. fs
TYPING, lst qtlality. 883·7787.
tfn
RELJABLETYPINO. 60c per page. 881·7546. 1212
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric), and
of course, copies. 268-8515.
12/1
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia method.
Beginners welcome' 266-9291.
I 1/23
T\'PJNO, EDITING, 266-4567.
12/2
DICYCLE REPAIRS: all makes, low rates. 266·1611,
Richmond Bicycle Supply.
11/23

4.

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good food. Car·
peled, air conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
Ash NE,,243-2881.
I 1/21

5. FOR SALE
MAXELL UD C-90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. Fircny,
Box 7583, 87104, 256-1495.
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987.
1127
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR. Never
used, $250.00 for both. Call 265-4836.
I 1/30
NEW ARRIVALS. Top quality vests; reg. price
$15.00, now only $3.95 - while they last at
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE across
I 1/23
from campus. 266~6872.
TEAC 40JOS reel/reel, Excellent condition. 255-3122.
11/23
I973 MAZDA 2-door coupe, Excellent condition;
just had new brakes, A/C, AM-FM cassette stereo,
power antenna & rear window de-fogger. Asking
below blue book, $1350.00 or best offer, 294-3177,
ll/23
DODGE VAN, 318 V-8 automatic, radio & heater.
$1,000 or best offer. 293·5942
I 1/23
EMUEl LISH YOUR LOBES with ~arrings by Julian
at a price you can afford; on the UNM Mall, 11·1
p.m. weekdays. .
I 1123
!972 MOll CONVERTIBLE. New radials, AM/FM.
Must sell below book. 821-0099.
11/28
BED, BRAND NAME- SEALY. Good condition,
$25.00. Call before 'J a.m. or after 5:30p.m. 294·
6635.
I 1129
STEREO one-year-old. KENWOOD PIONEER - DUAL. Like new, Warranty, Cost
$835.00 new; $425.00, or offer. 420 Espanola SE,
Apt. A.
I 1129
1966 CHEVROLET STATION WAGON. $250.00 or
best offer:C:all between I and 61i.m. 266-3019.
I 1/29
STEREO SPEAKERS & AMPLIFIER & tuner,
$175.00. Cannon 200mm lens - excellcn( con·
dition. $180.00.255-3122.
I 1/30
1969 VW. Good condition, clean interior. Good tires,
runs good, Nice looking little car. 869·295 I. I 1/30
1976 CHEVY MONZA. Oreal cor. Sltldent must sell.
~345:~1353.
1?/1

Okies
dai~y

11-3

mo.rron Hall rm. 105

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 233, 277·5907 •
fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
·
12/2
Hours nexible. Call S.I.A.·, 242·5261.
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum .
wage. Kitchen help starting pay $2,65/hr. Waiter &
wuitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full
time, day or night shifts.
12/1
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-In•
School Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists, Pay: .$2.30/hr. •
$4,28/hr. Apply through Work·Study Offlce, Mesa
Vista Hall, Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Em·
~"~
1212
PART TIME stockers - clerks, must be over 21.
Graduate students only. Apply in person. Save-way
Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas Blvd. NE; 5516 Menual
Blvd. NE.
I 2/2
WAITRESS NEEDED for lunch. Enthusiastic,
personable individual will make bucks. Apply in
I I /29
person at Mr. Steak, 1400 San Pedro NE.
GOING HOME TO L.A. foe the holidays? Make
$50,00 • $100.00 selling picture film at parade.
Tournament of Roses Film Sales, Inc., (2 I3) 2421992 or242-1915
12/2

7.

enough, John Wayne in action,
h
h"
·
• J
b
watc
t IS
SpeCJa
a OUt
Hollywood war movies at 8 p.m •
on 7.
Three Days of the Condor, Robert
Redford as a CIA type is stalked
by Max von Sydow so he hides
out with

Faye Dunaway while

ButH~r's

OLYMPIC SPORTS
2931 Monte Vista, NE
Albuquerque, N.M.
87106

Cliff Robertson betrays him and
Sydney Pollack directs the whole
fiasco at

9 p.m.

on

13,
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SKI SHOP
.Munari Ski Boots
Were 190-Now 99.95

avenge the typical death of his
typical father.
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p.m. on

4.

Other
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football
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the stadium on Saturday at
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lVe also have ••eu tals

FIND TRANSI'OIUATION In the LOIIO Travel
section. 277·5656.
11/23

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WEAVE your own X-mas gifts- quick, inexpensive,
unusual, two December workshops- the Weaver's
Studio, 205 Stanford SE, 265-9100.
I 1123
FREE KITTENS. 821•6672 after S p.m.
I J/23
I AM LOOKING for a 1970 or 1971 Datsun 240·Z.
Contact Gary King weekdays after S p.m. al 296·
6515.
12/2

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.. 35c

Opportunity
With Your
NaJUeOnlt.

Down is nature's lightest insulator.
See our full line of outdoor clothing
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/mountaineering shop.

tf"~~

\

and this week's
Berets"
isn't

JUDE FOR 2 wunted: llnston/NVC, mid-necemher, ,
shure u~mll, 242-6452
12/2
FLYING TO OKLAHOMA CITY for Thanksgiving·
Holidays - hai'C plane, need passengers to slturc
expenses. Mark, 296-7897.
I 1/23
SORRY, but I find my rides and riders at lntcrcontin.
ental Travel Centre (265·9860), Thanks anyway
LOBO!
I 1/23

A Great

Robert Cisneros C.L.U.
5260 Montgomery Blvd. N.E.
881-9810

of I wo Jima"
"The
Green

TRAVEL

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down
Central available. Apartment includes modern
kitchen, Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premises. 12901 Central NE. 299-0434,
12/2
2 BLOCKS TO UNM. I bedroom, $115.00; utilities
paid. Valley Rentals,252·1751.$30.00 fee.
I 1/23
I BEDROOM. Walk to UNM. Fireplace, all utilities
inc., $155.00. Valley Rentals, 262-1751. $30.00 fcc,
I 1/23
BJKI! TO CLASS. NE I bedroom, semi-furnished,
$I 15.00. No lease, Valley Rentals, 262·1751. $30.00
fcc.
11123
ONE BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe I bedroom, twin or
double beds. $185.00. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268-0525.
1211

Men and Women, here's
your chance to sign your
name to a great career.
Providing security 'for individuals while you make a
name for yourself. You can
be proud of the service
you're selling. John Hancock
is one of the most respected
names .in the insurance field.
No better time to sign up for
a rewarding career. Call us
today. We're an equal opportunity employer,

·:.War Movies, if last week's "Sands

GROW YOUR OWN! Huge gro-iamp setup with fix·
lures. Great for indoor gardening. $15.00, 255·
66JO,
JJ/23
VERONICA: Don't you think that men who smoke
pipes are iust incredibly sexY? Stephanie
I 1123
PIPES! Finest smokables in classic shapes and bold
freeforms. We have the pipes and the tobacco to
put In them. Ask about our used straitgrains. Pipe
1211
& Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell SE.
BICYCLE TIRES, thorn-resistant tubes: aU sizes on
1212
sale. 266-161 I, Richmond Bicycle Supply,

6.
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2421 San· Ped,ro NE

266-8113

TDDAY'S CIOSSWDID PUZZLE
46 Put in a hold
48 Takes
umbrage at
5 Movie pooch
52 U.S. politi·
9 Pass on
cal group
14 Ollve genus
15 Do business 56 Petroleum
57 Sheeplike
16 Separate
from country 58 Extravagant
speech
17 ····and
59 City on the
Found
Baltic
18 At this time
60 Aloof person
19 Evil being
61 Jason's ship
20 In past time
62 Secondhand
21 Peoples'
governments 63 Yorkshire
city
23 Sets right
25 Formerly
64 ····do-well
65 Small marsh
26 Mild
expletive
DOWN
27 Just gone by
1 Serving as a
29 Big name in
guide
Virginia
2 Funeral
32 Propagated
oration ·
35 Darting
3 Author of
movement
fables
36 Refuse
4 Despicable
37 Drying
person:
apparatus
Slang
38 Percussion
5 Cleave
instruments
6 Appears to
39 Bone: Prefix
exist
40 Actof
7 Eddo
endurance
8 Pianist ....
41 NFL team
Templeton
42 Erato and
9 Move quick·
Clio
ly again
43 ····of the
10 Business
covenant
VIPs
44 Glut
11 Infinite
45 Wrong:
12 Fiber source
Prefix
ACROSS

. 1 Fruit

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

13 Japanese
coins
21 Passed or.
22 Snoozes
24 Secret or In·
surance .....
27 Feather
28 Points a gun
30 Being: Sp.
31 Seeing
things
32 Furniture
piece
33 Another time
34 Backache
cause:2
words
35 Social org.
36 Extinguish:
Informal
38 Speak slowly
42 Leave out

44 Becomes
serious
45 Wise teacher
47 ..... up: Ad·
justed a
motor
48 Rockies or
Andes
49 Racket
50 Asian
mammal
51 Sole or a
plow
52 Bakery
product
53 Bacchanals'
cry
54 Asian
kingdom
55 Concern
59 Alcoholic
liquor

